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Abstract
In designing the study we started with the analysis of good faith in employment law, from Article 54 of the
Romanian Constitution and reaching to Article 8 of the Labour Code. Regarding the bad faith of the employee, it
exceeds the scope of abuse of law and must be addressed in relation to the three main stages of any individual labour
contract. Thus, when negotiations for a labour contract, bad faith of an employee can occur by breaching of private
information disclosed by the employer and by violating the correlative obligation to employer's right to correct
information. In disciplinary matters, the form of guilt of the employee who commits a disciplinary offense and his
failure to appear at prior disciplinary investigation to which he was called are important for the analyzed issues. Not
even termination of an individual labour contract is protected from the event of adopting a malicious behaviour by
the employees. The study concludes with launching the opinion that a way to prevent and control this type of
behaviour could be the employee's personnel file.
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Good faith is a legal goal which finds its essence in the very text of Article 54 of the
Romanian Constitution, according to which Romanian citizens, foreign citizens and stateless
persons shall exercise their rights and liberties in good faith, without infringing the rights and
freedoms of others. Romanian legislator does not refute the taken position, so establishes good
faith as a principle of civil law in Article 14 paragraph 1 of the Romanian Civil Code 2, and of
labour law as shown in Article 8 of the Labour Code3. Under this last legal text labour relations
are based on consensus principle and good faith.
To approach the subject of our study, we resort to a simple logical reasoning whereby
opposite of good faith cannot be other than bad faith. In the juridical literature 4 it is considered
that where good faith ceases it breaks through the bad faith because it begin, where appropriate,
fraud, violence, evasion of law or abuse of rights, the last one representing the exercise of a
subjective right by violating the principles of its exercise 5. Some authors6 consider that the legal
institution of abuse of rights is intended not only to ensure inviolability of general interest, but
also to remove selfishness in exercise of subjective rights harmonizing it with economic and
moral demands of society.
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By transposing principles of the exercise of subjective civil rights 7 in labour law, we
obtain the following rules that should govern the exercise of rights by the employer and
employee: rights must be exercised in compliance with laws, internal regulations, the individual
employment contract, applicable collective agreement; rights must be exercised in good faith;
the right must be exercised within the limits that were outlined in the triangular system known in
the field of labour law-collective agreements- individual employment contracts.
According to Article 1170 Civil Code parties must act in good faith to negotiate and
conclude the contract and throughout its execution, they cannot remove or limit this duty. In
addition, under Article 14, paragraph 2 Civil Code good faith is presumed until proven otherwise.
We appreciate that the obligation subsists and if the individual employment contract, which is
essentially a legal act 8. So, as a rule, employment law reflects the existence of good faith in the
exercise of subjective rights and the obligations that form the content of legal work relations. As
stated in juridical literature9, the assumption of good faith has as starting point the assumption
that people behave honestly, are sincere and loyal to each other, being the main criteria for
assessing labour relations, which are built on trust, giving a relative legal presumption that gives
legal force to relative relationship.
To identify the situations in which an employee would be bad faith, we refer to the three
important stages of any employment contract, namely the negotiation and conclusion,
performance and termination.
With regard to a person's attitude during negotiations to conclusion the individual
employment contract, we believe that there are incidents the provisions of Article 1183 Civil
Code which title is even Good faith in negotiations. According to this legal text, by engaging in a
negotiation the part is required to comply with the requirements of good faith, without any
exception in another sense. The conduct of the person concerned by a particular employer to
negotiate without intending to conclude an employment contract is contrary to good faith
requirements and may even attract liability for damage caused to the employer concerned in
accordance with civil law 10. It's hard to believe, however, that the injured person will spend
resources (physical and financial) at the malicious party.
According to Article 1184 Civil Code, any employee has the obligation not to disclose or
use for their own benefit confidential information that have been made aware during negotiations
of the individual labour contract. The confidential information that employee became aware
during performance of the contract may be object of a confidentiality clause based on Article 26
of the Labour Code. Of course, a contrary conduct of the employee draws, which therefore,
obligation to pay damages.
Hiding the truth about one’s studies and work experience is also a malicious behaviour,
except that, this time, is precisely aimed the conclusion of an individual employment contract.
We note that in public institutions and authorities, or other budgetary units hiring is done only
through competition or exam11. Otherwise, the methods of recruitment are determined by
collective agreement, personal status and internal rules. In practice, employers in private sector
mostly use the interview as a selection method and we must recognize that this appreciated
individually, not always provides accurate information about the interviewee, coming after the
conclusion of the contract that the selected person does not match the job that has been assigned.
The solution of the employer is dismissal for professional unsuitability under Article 61 letter of
7
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Labour Code. Occupational mismatch was defined in doctrine 12 as an objective or subjective
circumstance that leads or is able to lead to the achievement of professional performance lower
than those that the employer is reasonably entitled to expect from the employee. To believe that
the employee does not match the job, professional duties failure should not rely on his guilt,
when the act constitutes a disciplinary misconduct and the employee will be the subject of
disciplinary liability13.
Put into question the text of Article 8 paragraph 2 of the Labour Code which provides that
for the purposes of labour relations, "participants in labour relations will be informed (...) each,
according to the law and collective agreements". It goes without saying that our legislature
considered the right to correct information of each party and its correlative obligation.
When abuse occurs in the development of legal labour relations and meets the elements of
a disciplinary misconduct there appears disciplinary liability of the employee concerned.
However, abuse is not the same as a disciplinary offense because the first implies the existence of
a right that is exercised in disregard of the above principles, while disciplinary misconduct
involves an offense in connection with work which breach laws, rules of contract individual
employment or collective agreement applicable and hierarchical legal orders.
However, in disciplinary matters, the form of guilt of the employee who commits a
disciplinary offense and his failure to appear at prior disciplinary investigation to which he was
called are important for the analyzed issues.
Mental attitude of the employee towards the act committed, attitude expressed in that
person's guilt, with its immediate result and the causal link between the first two, all form the
subjective side disciplinary offence. In criminal law doctrine 14, the guilt is defined as the mental
attitude of the person that in the moment of committing a dangerous act, had the representation of
socially dangerous act and its consequences, or even without this representation of the crime and
follow-up consequences he had a real possibility of this representation. Actual representing or at
least potential representation of these consequences existence is main determinant for the
existence of guilt and its forms 15. In form of guilt, disciplinary offense may be committed
intentionally - when the employee who commits an act contrary to the specific obligations of
legal labour relations, provides the harmful result and designed to produce that result or, without
seeking, accepts the possibility of its occurrence - or negligent – when the employee provides
harmful result of his act, but did not seek and did not accept the event's occurrence and acted
without reason as that outcome will not occur or he did not provided the result, although it should
and could have made. Note that, until the entry into force of the current Civil Code, intentional
and negligent terminology was borrowed from criminal law, civil law 16 with reference to guilt
under the term "fault" or "negligence" or "reckless". Today, though, Article 16 Civil Code not
only refers expressis verbis to the two forms of guilt, but it also defines the meaning of those
mentioned above. The novelty of the text is drawn from the second sentence of paragraph 3
which enshrines in our law, the concept of gross negligence which means negligence or
recklessness that no person would have manifested to their own interests.
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Guilt is a constituent element of disciplinary offence and judicial practice showed that the
offense committed without guilt may not result in disciplinary liability of the employee 17. Guilt
must be assessed in concreto, case by case basis, taking into account the training, ability,
experience and personal skills of the author18. Within disciplinary liability, degree of guilt is one
of the criteria used for dispensing punishments, for individualizing them 19. Certainly, a
disciplinary offense committed by an employee in the terms in which he realizes the dangerous
outcomes and consequences of his act or accepts the event of their production, will present a
more pronounced degree of social danger than the misconduct committed by negligence20. Under
the same conditions, in determining the applicable sanction to negligent employee who has
violated labour discipline, will be taken into account the degree of his fault (culpa lata, levis or
levissima), reflecting the different levels of seriousness of the offense in relation to the
employee's subjective position towards the consequences of his offense 21.
We emphasize that guilt as an essential feature of disciplinary offence and guilt as part of
disciplinary content are identical22, whereas the existence of the former involves, necessarily, the
existence of the second one. Differentiation of concepts would be required if the legislator had
laid down some forms of guilt for the existence of different disciplinary offences, after criminal
law model, but impossible in practical terms, when there could be guilty as essential feature,
without any guilt as an element of subjective side of the disciplinary offence. It seems that such a
situation was considered by the legislature, in the Article 16 of Civil Code, since it refers to a
situation where the law conditions the legal consequences of committing an act with negligence,
when condition is fulfilled and if the offense is committed intentionally, without the reverse to be
true.
In this context, we conclude that in labour law, bad faith means intention as a form of
guilt for committing disciplinary offences.
In terms of employee failure to convene correctly made without an objective reason, the
lack of an objective reason to justify such behaviour itself shows bad faith of the employee subject of prior disciplinary research. This outlines the employer’s right to have enforcement,
without any prior disciplinary investigation under paragraph 3 of Article 251 of the Labour Code,
the provisions of which we consider, among other authors23, as being mandatory. In legal
literature24 has expressed the contrary point of view that the employer should carry out prior
disciplinary research even in such situation, because otherwise there would be a legal
presumption of guilt of the employee who does not appear to call, proposing that legal text stating
unequivocally that "the failure of the employee without motive shall not preclude completion of
prior disciplinary investigation and, if appropriate, punish the employee".
Per a contrario, the employer can not penalize the employee if he could not be present at
the time and place fixed in the notice for objective reasons, which did not take his will, the
decision imposing sanctions in this context is null absolutely. Was deemed to be such objective
17
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reasons a great distance to the establishment situated in another town combined with the short
time available to the employee for making travels 25 and delays for passenger trains26; employee’s
temporary disability leave, not annual leave27; proven disease employee 28; any special
circumstances, unforeseeable occurred in the family or at employee’s home 29.
In juridical doctrine, the issue is whether the failure of the employee to convene
represents a distinct disciplinary offence, which could be punished. The answer is controversial.
In the first view30, it is considered that it is inconceivable the employee can be sanctioned
if he refuses to submit to the convening made as provided in paragraph 2 of Article 251 of the
Labour Code, the only consequence being the possibility of the employer to sanction that
employee, without being required prior disciplinary investigation.
Likewise, it is argued that the failure of the employee to disciplinary investigation cannot
be a disciplinary offense, as has the value of a notice convening that the time, date and place to
discuss and analyze the employee’s behaviour, who may pose to explain further and if he
considers that the situation is clear, he may not be present 31.
Recent legal doctrine32 showed that the presentation to the convening of the employee is a
right of him and not an obligation, since this is the fundamental right of defence, because no one
can be forced to defend themselves. Thus, it is impossible to accept that the right to defence is
exercised in the employee's obligation to present to the convening made by his employer.
Justification for such support is given by the fact that the parties’ rights and obligations in a legal
relationship are correlative, so that the employer's obligation to make prior disciplinary
investigation and to convene the employee may correspond only the right of the employee to be
present at this convocation. Failure to call means that that person has agreed to waive the right to
defence against the employer, having been deprived of the opportunity to defend themselves, to
take evidence and to motivate their behaviour. Therefore the employee implicitly recognizes
committing the disciplinary offence he is charged with and tacitly accepts the penalty that is to be
applied. The immediate consequence of failure is that the employer has the right to punish,
without any preliminary investigation. It further, there is pointed out that prior disciplinary
investigation is provided solely in the interests of the employee, so that the absence can not be
criticized, and failure can not in any way constitute another punishable misconduct 33.
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In another view34, diametrically opposed, is considered that unjustified refusal of the
employee to be present at the convocation made under the Labour Code is, itself, a distinct
disciplinary offence from that the employee was summoned whereas this behaviour, employee
rejects the guilt and the legal orders of hierarchical leadership.
This latter view is shared by other authors who support it with strong arguments. It is
considered that only the defence in the occasion of convening is a right of the employee, while
presenting to the convocation is an obligation arising from the subordination of the employee to
the employer35. In addition, the refusal of the employee to be present at the prior disciplinary
investigation represents a misconduct related to work, a violation of a rule of law and ordered by
the commission of inquiry convened under Article 251 paragraph 2, which is a disciplinary
offence36.
Regarding ways of sanctioning these disciplinary offences, there were taken into
consideration two possible ways: worsening penalty imposed by the employer for the first offense
investigated or distinctly punish them37. However, in the latter case, the rule of principle – Article
251 paragraph 2 of the Labour Code - requires the employer to summon the employee to
disciplinary investigation prior to disciplinary sanctioning of the second disciplinary offence and
any default of the person concerned without an objective reason, attract, for the second time the
enforcement of Article 251 paragraph 3 with all the consequences that flow from it 38.
This theory has the disadvantage that trigger prior disciplinary research to this second
offence committed by the employer return it to the point of beginning of the procedure of prior
disciplinary investigation - convening the employee, employer who can face again the unjustified
refusal of the employee to present to disciplinary investigation, getting in a vicious circle, in
which the only way out seems to be dismissal for repeated misconduct which could be viewed as
an abuse of the employer. So far as we are concerned, we believe that the failure of the employee
to prior disciplinary investigation is not a disciplinary offence 39, as it was defined in Article 247
paragraph 2 of the Labour Code. Convening issued by the employer, according to Article 251,
paragraph 2 of the Labour Code is a way to notify the employee of the fact that, for him, was
initiated disciplinary proceedings, not a legal provision to be observed under the subordination of
the employee to the employer - labour relations feature. Immediate consequences of the
employee’s refusal to submit to prior disciplinary investigation consist on one hand in the right of
the employer to issue the disciplinary sanction without prior investigation and on the other
employee forfeiture of the right to propose defence and to motivate behaviour.
To remove this controversy we think it would be welcome the legislature intervention in
the sense of expressly stipulate whether or not this behaviour is a disciplinary offence 40. If one
accepts that the unjustified refusal of the employee to be present at the convocation discussed is
not a disciplinary offence, then neither the employer nor the social partners can give this
character by internal rules or collective agreements 41.
34
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Article 251, paragraph 3 of the Labour Code provides that failure to convene employee
without a good reason shall entitle the employer to have punishment, without any prior
disciplinary investigation, which is the exception to the rule of paragraph 1 of the same legal text,
that any disciplinary sanction may be imposed without conducting in advance a disciplinary
investigation. Thus, we can not agree with the view42 that the employer is required to make prior
disciplinary investigation in any case; otherwise there is a legal presumption of guilt of the
employee who is not present at the convening power to conduct disciplinary investigation or
research committee, as appropriate.
Nor individual employment termination is protected from the possibility of adopting a
behaviour that can easily be described as the opposite of good faith. As an example we mention
resignation – way of termination a labour contract at the initiative of the employee after serving a
notice period agreed in the individual labour contract or collective agreement applicable.
According to article 81, paragraph 4 of the Labour Code the notice period can not be longer than
20 working days for employees with executive positions, or more than 45 working days for
employees occupying management positions. In this case, the period of notice is stipulated in
favour of the employer in order to provide its physical time required to select another person to
fulfil job requirements so that work may not be affected. However, in practice, there are lots of
situations where the employee refuses to perform its contractual obligations in the period of
notice. It is evident bad faith and nor this time, the employer has viable solutions. Of course,
purely theoretical, the employer may prove the damage caused by the first who, in this context,
could be held legally responsible.
The juridical doctrine 43 considers that good faith in employment relationships should act
as loyalty in individual labour contract and collective agreement and fidelity which includes noncompete and confidentiality and cooperation during their execution. With regard to non-compete
clause, thereby employee undertakes that after the termination of the individual labour contract
does not provide for themselves or a third party competitor activity that rendered his employer in
return for a monthly allowance competes. Pursuant to Article 21 paragraph 2 of the Labour Code,
the sine qua non elements of non-compete clause are: activities prohibited to employee from
specified termination date (except that there can not absolutely prohibit the profession or
specialization held by the employee 44); value of compete indemnity; period that becomes
effective; third parties prohibited to perform for; the geographical area where the employee may
be real competition with the employer. Penalty that occurs for violating with guilt the noncompete clause is stipulated by Article 24 of the Labour Code and consists in returning the
compensation paid and, where appropriate, payment of damages corresponding to the loss caused
to the employer. By using the wording "breach of guilt", the legislature intends to sanction bad
faith of the employee and his guilt.
One way to prevent and control these behaviours that exceed the scope of good faith in
labour relations could be represented by a personal file of the employee to accompany him
throughout his career, as a constant of his quality of participant on labour market and possibly
hindering his future employment. De lege lata, as a rule45, this is not possible given the
provisions of Article 8, paragraph 1 of the Government Regulation no 500/2011 regarding
general book on the employees 46 according to the employer is required to make a personal file 47
42
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for each of employees, to keep it in good condition on the premises, and to present it to labour
inspectors on request. We conclude by stating that the personal file of each employee is the
"mirror" which reflects his behaviour at each job individually considered. Thus, we can only
observe that in theory and in practice, the variable is the employee who moves from one
employer to another, and not jobs that are succeeding in life of a person. An alternative to this
personal file could be a document written ad probationem, a so-called disciplinary record, which
accounts the behaviour of one employee in relation to all its employers. However, if we recognize
the existence of such an instrument that would mean that, in determining the repeated character
of one offence, with all the implications that flow from this, an employer can take into
consideration the disciplinary offences committed by its employee during the time he was in
work relations with another person or entity - solution seems difficult to accept. In this context,
we recall the provisions of Article 29 paragraph 4 of the Labour Code which contains certain
limitations regarding the information required to a former employer during verification of
professional skills of the person selected for the admission to employment. Please note that these
requests may relate only to the activities performed and the duration of employment, "activities
performed" meaning the responsibilities according to job description 48.
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